
 

IMPERFECTIVE VALUES 
0. Proposal. We argue that Slavic (Sl) Imperfectives (Impfs) display microvariation, and divide 
into two groups: South Sl contrasts with Russian (Russ) / West Sl as to Intentional Impfs. We 
develop an account that captures variation in the value of Impfs via restrictions on Kratzer-style 
[6, 7] modal bases (MBs) for an Imperfective Operator (IMPF). We propose that Impfs in South 
Sl allow both Extensional and Intensional MBs, whereas Impfs in West Sl/Russ allow only 
Extensional MBs. We illustrate Impf variation in the two groups in (a) Involuntary States (ISs), 
which contrast meaning, and (b) Futures (Fut), which contrast in morphology and syntax.  
1. Imperfective Variation. Impfs may display multiple readings but languages vary as to the 
range of interpretations, e.g. Hindi Impfs lack an ongoing reading (see [2]). In our view, Sl Impfs 
share ongoing , habitual, and generic readings, but differ as to intentional readings. Intentional 
Impfs reminiscent of  Romance (1) (see [3], [5]) are found in South Sl, as in (2) (see [8]), but not 
in Russ / West Sl (see [4], a.o.). Thus, Bulgarian (2) with an Impf past V encodes a past plan for 
some future time, but Russ (3) is deviant since Intentional Impfs are unavailable in its group. 
(1) Mario  partiva   domani.  (from [5])                                       Italian 
 Mario  leave.Past.Impf  tomorrow                       ‘Mario was leaving tomorrow.’ 
(2) a. Dnes,    po plan,  Ivan leteše   za Sofia.               Bulgarian 
 Today,  per plan,  Ivan fly.Past.Impf  to Sofia 
                                           ‘Today, according to plan, Ivan was flying to Sofia.’ 
(3) * Ivan  ehal                   v   Moskvu    na sledujushej   nedel.                             Russian 
  John  go.Past.Impf    to Moscow   on  following     week 
                                                         ‘*John was going to Moscow the following week.’  
2. Semantic Variation in Involuntary States. All Sl languages exhibit  ISs  with similar syntax: 
dative subject, default V (neuter), and reflexive: (4a-b) (see [8], [9], a.o.).  
 (4) a. Janezu   se  je   plesalo.                       Slovenian IS 
  J.Dat   Refl be.3Sg  danced.Neu.Impf               (South Sl) 
                                                                     ‘John was in the mood for dancing.’ 
 b. Jankowi tańczyło   się dobrze.               Polish IS 
 J.Dat   danced.Neu.Impf Refl well                (West Sl) 
                                                  ‘John danced, and felt  good about his dancing.’ 
However, ISs receive dramatically different readings. South ISs must be Impf [8], and are 
desiderative: (4a). Russ /West Sl ISs may be Impf or Perf, and are factual [9]: (4b).  
3. Syntactic Variation in Futures. Russ/ West Sl  Impf  Fut  must combine Aux and Impf Vs: 
(5a); Perf Fut contain prefixes and non-past Vs: (5b). South Sl Fut combine Aux with both Impf 
and Perf Vs: (6a-b). In §6, we relate this formal contrast to Impf microvariation. 
(5)  a. Będę   pisał   list.                                          Polish Impf Fut             
  Will.1sg write.Impf  letter                          ‘I will be writing a letter.’  
 b.  Napiszę    list.                                          Polish Perf Fut 
  Write.Pres.1Sg.Perf  letter                                  ‘I will write a letter.’  
 (6) a. On bo   pisal   pismo.                         Slovenian Impf Fut 
  He will.3sg write.Impf  letter                          ‘He will be writing a letter.’ 
 b.  On bo   napisal  pismo.                            Slovenian Perf Fut        
  He will.3sg  write.Perf letter                               ‘He will write a letter.’ 
4. A proposal on Imperfectives. Inspired by [3], we propose a modal analysis for Impfs based 
on Kratzer-style situations [6]: IMPF in (7) is interpreted relative to a context-given MB 
(simplified), with languages differing as to permitted MBs (ongoing, generic, intensional, etc.).  
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(7) [[IMPF]] = λp<s,t>.λs.∀s’: MBα(s)(s’)=1. p(s’)=1. (MBα is a relation between situations) 
In a situations framework, IMPF combines with a property of situations p (a proposition), and 
results in a property of situations. IMPF as Viewpoint Aspect scopes below Tense: in 
combination with a Past Tense, interpretation is shifted towards the past. The interpretation of an 
Impf sentence depends on choice of MB. We distinguish between Extensional MBs that lead to 
quantification over situations in the evaluation world, and Intensional MBs that lead to 
quantification over situations parts of other worlds, achieving modal displacement, and resulting 
in a ‘modal’ accessibility relation for IMPF. In Sl, Extensional MBs for IMPF include  MBongoing 
= [λs. λs’. s’≤s], quantifying over all subparts of any given situation, and MBgeneric = [λs. λs’. s’ 
is a characteristic subsituation in s], quantifying over typical subsituations (see [3]). Intensional 
MBs  available in South Sl but not in West Sl / Russ make use of the ‘modal part of’ relation 
(≤m) in [1]: Given si and sj, si ≤m sj iff si has a counterpart in sj. They include MBinertia = [λs. λs’. 
s’ is an inertia situation for s] (..iff s≤m s’, s’ begins like s and continues in the way that s would 
continue if there were no interference with the course of events), MBplan = [λs. λs’. s’ is a 
planned situation for s] (.. iff s≤m s’ and the plans made in s are carried out in s’). 
5. Deriving Semantic Variation in ISs. We adopt analyses in [8, 9] for (4a-b): High 
Applicatives with a dative subject, and an impersonal clausal complement with a reflexive as 
variable abstracted over, and linked to the dative. For [9], West Sl Appl heads are circumstantial 
modals (Mcirc). We adopt this idea for desiderative (4a), resulting in analyses for the two 
different semantic patterns in (4a-b) roughly as in (8-9): 
(8) [ApplPJanezu  [ [Mcirc  Crestrictor ] [ImpersonalP IMPF λx  sex je  plesalo]nuclear scope]] South Sl 
(9) [ApplPJankowi [[Mcirc [ImpersonalP IMPF λx sięx tańczyło]restrictor][dobrze]nuclear s.]]  West Sl 
The contrast between Impf ISs in (4a) and in (4b) derives from the (un)availability of intensional 
MBs to IMPF. In South Sl, intensional MBs are available, so IMPF can access the subject’s 
urges, and ISs are desiderative: (4a). In West Sl /Russ, intensional MBs are not available, so 
IMPF can only be extensional, and Impf  ISs remain factual: (4b). 
6. Deriving Syntactic Variation in Fut. An ongoing debate is whether futures should receive 
modal or temporal analyses. We argue for both options in Sl:  Fut Aux is modal in West Sl/Russ, 
and temporal in South Sl. In West Sl/Russ , which lack Intentional Impf, Impf Fut must contain 
Aux: (5a). We thus propose that Aux invokes a modal accessibility relation (MB) in this group: 
(10). Depending on MB’s value, modal Aux will quantify over different kinds of situations, 
making available situation types inaccessible to IMPF itself: (11). 
(10) Modal Fut Aux    [[Future]] = λp<s, t>. λss. ∀s’: MBα (s)(s’). p(s’) = 1 
(11) Vy  budete    vychodit’?                       Russian
 You   will [[Future]] get.off.Impf.Inf             ‘Do you intend to get off?’ 
IMPF does not have access to intensional MBs in Russ, but Impf Fut may have a 
desiderative/plan reading, (11), because Aux may access those MBs. We will also argue that in 
South Sl Fut as in (6a) , IMPF accesses intensional MBs, and Aux is interpreted as a tense 
marker, not a modal, which is in contrast with West Sl/Russian. 
Conclusion. This paper contributes to the growing interest in crosslinguistic variation in 
Imperfectives, which has attracted less attention in the Slavic family than in other language 
families. In providing a novel situations-based analysis of microvariation in the interpretation of 
Slavic Imperfectives , we have assimilated it to more familiar types of modal variation.  
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